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NAGT Crustal Evolution Education Project
Edward C. Stoever, Jr., Project Director

Welcome to the exciting world of curr6nt research
into the composition history and processes of the
eartn s,crust and the application of this knowledge
to man s activities The earth sciences are
Currenti experiencing a dramatic revolution in
our understanding of the way in which the earth
wDrks CEEPsmoduIes are designed to bring into
the classroom the methods and results of these
continuing investigations The Crustal Evolution

.cation Project began work in 1974 under
a.,..sices of the National Association'of

Geology Teachers CEEP materials have been
pi teams Qf science educators

c'assroom teachers and scientists Prior to
.:"),7: materials here field tested by

r man 2* teacners and over 12 000 students
istai e.olunon research is a breaking

stbr. -a 5t _.dents are througn today

About CEEP Modules...
"most odo.es co-s,st of, two bsokle.ts
Teah,her s and a Student Investigation

s j u do ybtains al, toe information
-e Student Investigation

.5 sec' ohiS r ned n color intended only for tne
as ire as answers to trio questions that

are nc ,ded ttbe Student inpbstigation
Rbm mbd,,es more are iiiustrations that

c.:bear the, Teac,her s Guide and these are
:etter:S InSteal'of the number

cct .e-ce .sed Student Investigation
some oduiesmans rulers and other

materials are needed and in

a
Tno

The material was prepared with th'et
suPoort of National Science Foundation
Grant Nos SED 75-20151 SED 77-08539,
and SED 78-25104 However any opinions
find.ngs conclusions or recommendations
expressed herein are those of the author(sj

'and'do not necessarily reflect the views

in.orde; to comply with U S PuoliLaw
94-C6 every school district in the U S A
using thege materials agrees to make
them available for inspection by parents or
guardians of children engaged in
educabo4a1 programs or projects of the
school district

Copyright 1949 by Sires's! Missouri Slats University
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Teachers and students alike have a unique
opportunity through CEEP modules to share in the
unfolding of these educationally important and
exciting advances CEEP modules are designed
to provide students with appealing firsthand
investigative experiences with concepts which are
at or close to-the frontiers of scientific inquiry into
Plate tectonics Furthermore the CEEP modules
are designed to be used by teachers with little or
no previous background in the modern theories
of sea-floor spreading continental drift and plate.
tectonics

'We know that you will enjoy using CEEP
mbdules in /our classroom Read on and be
nrooarod to experience a renewed entnusiasm for
t,cvy-,,,-)r; as you learn more about the living earth

th.s. and bther CEEP modules

.;liryir-ir.:3 quantities according to the method of
r-esehtafion Read o.'er the. module before
schediJ ind -5 use in class and refer to the list of
',1ATFRIALS, the module

Eay, mod s dual and sf-contained In
ten t so ^e are divided to two or more

15arS f c'Dna,-2T-iierici The recor-rnelied length
')"ime fbr each modille is indicated Some modules

r i,r,owiedge of spme aspects
of has earth 5cl-ince t",s .s n'oteor in the
Te,=1CnP'r s Gale

Iv-



1.

MicrOfossils, Sediments
And Sea-floor Spreading

INTRODUCTION amlose!eatEwft.
In this module students use modified data of the
Deep Sea Drilling Project to study the use of fossil
ranges in dating and correlating sediments.
They find that the relative age of the ,ocean crust
can be determined by dating the overlying
sedtments and that the crust gels progressivery
older outward from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

Jntil the last 20 years or so, very little was
known about the ocean pasins, their topography,
sediments, or how they were formed Even
now we know less about the ocean basins than
we know about the surface of the moon Much has
been learned-recently as the result of a
program called the Deep Sea Drilling Project The
first cruises of its research ship, the Glomar
Challenger, to collect ocean basin data, were
made in 1968 This project has provided much
valuable data and material, including core,
samples of sea-floor sediment

The section of a cruise between two places is
called a leg. in these activities'. you will be
using data Worn Leg 2 of the Deep Sea Drilling ,

Project This leg is between New York and'
Dakar, Senegal (see Figure 1) On this cruise, the
Glomar Challenger drifted into sea-bottom
sediments at five different locations These are
labeled 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 on Figure 1 You
will use information from sites 8, 10, 11 and 12,
only It has been changed sOrhewhat thorn the
original data This is necessary because
the original data, although very detailed are

I
incomplete in some cases.

PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND

If.the students already understand sea-floor,
spreading theory, they should be able to ,

answer the questions in the INTRODUCTION.

Students are in essentially the same Position as
those scientists working on the Deep Sea -;

Drilling Project. Before the project started, the
theory had already been developed. The purpose
of the project was to gather data ttlat would
either, support or invalidate the thebry. In
answering these questions, the studwits are
predicting the nature 9nd distribution Of deep sea
sediments according to this theory.

If you have already studied the theory of sea-floor
spreading, try to answer the following
questions When you have finished, your teacher
will discuss them with you If you have not
studied this theory, skip the questions and go on

' to PART A of this module

If the theory of sea-floor spreading is correct,
what infor ?gh. qn would you expect to find
from Leg conderking each of the following?

*/1: The cores at locations 10 and 11 (Figure 1)
reached the basalt of.the oceanic crust Which
core has the oldest sediment'?
Site 10

2. How should tile total thickness of the sediments
on the ocean flodr. change under the Glomar
Challenger, as the'-hip moved from the
continental slope off NOrth America to the axis.
or crest of the Mid - Atlantic Ridge?
The thickness of the sediments should decrease
toward the ridge axis ,

3. What changes in depth to the sea bottom
should you expect beneath the Glomar Challenger
as dmoved from site 8 to a point above the
ridge axis?
The ocean should be deepest at site 8 and
shallowest a6ove the ridge axis. The deepestarea
-would be found close to the continental slope.
As the Glomar Challenger moved toward the
ridge, the depth would decrease beneath it.

If your students are hot familiar with the theory
of sea-floor spreading, they should not
attempt to answer these questiong. Instead, they
should proceed directly to PART A of the
activity. They will ihen have to develop an aspect
of the theory of sea-floor spreading in order

`to explain the data that they will study.

Students should be acquainted with the common
types of sedimentary and igneous rocks, and
understand the principles of correlation
and superposition.4they should also understand
wtlat is meant by the range of a fossil species
and be able to use the geologic Aime scale. Those
students completing the EXTENSION need
to understimd the solubilities of silica and.
carbonate in sea water.
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Figure 1 Map of the North Atlantic Ocean showing the sites drilled on Leg 2 Depth contours are in meters The
line from New Yor to Dakar represe.nts the path taken by,the Glomar Challenger (Adapted from
Volume IL Initial ports of the'Deep Sea Drilling Project )
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OBJECTIVES
After you have completed these activities, you
should be able to
1. Dt scribe the kinds of data obtained by the
Deep Sea Drilling Rroject.
2. Determine the relative ages of sediment layers
by using fossils and the principle of superposition.
3. Correlate the layers represerfted in tfVore
Diagrams
4. Relate the age of ocean crust to sea-floor
-spreading.

MATERIALS
Mostof the materials needed'by the students are
'included in the Student Investigation booklet
and should be available accordingto
instructions below.

One set for each group of 3 students:
Reference Collection of Fossils (Worksheet 1)
Fossils Found 4n Cores (Worksheet 2)
Colored pencils and rulers

One set for each student:
Key to Geologic Ages, Sediments and Po"

(Worksheet 3)
Range Chartjof Fossil Species (Worksheet 4)
Core Diagrams (Worksheet 5)

. ,

BACKGROUND INFORMATION -17-,

The Deep Sea Drilling Project has Rroduded a vast
amount of data abbut the sedimen of the
ocean basins. The information resu ing from
these data has not only confirmed b sic aspects of
the plate tectonic theory, but has also led to a
more complete understanding of the earth's
climate and the factors that control it. in this
respects tt4 project will have a direct effect
on the lives of your students.

SUGGESTED APPROACH .*E4
This activity is written in a step-by-step
individualized format. For many students, it can
be used in an independent study situation, ,

However, the.activity-can be easily adapted for
total class, laboratory-type teaching situatiogs.
You should presenrthe introductory questions,
objectives, and explanatory and summary
information from the studen ivity in a pre-lab
and post-tab group discussion.

In any case, youlshould be certain that this'
material is either read by or presented to the
students and understood by them. It is important
to the understanding of the OBJECTIVES
of the activity.

A

1

/

')

Ion

The data used in this activity are based upon
. those obtained by the project They have
been simplified, and the fossils are not
those found in Leg 2. These modifications in the
data will make them more understandable to
studerrtsr,You should emphasi2e, howeyer, that
the conclusions the students will read
are the same as those of the scientists who worked
with these data.

o.
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PROCEDURE
PART A. How are the relative ages of sediments
in a core determined?
Students identify the fossils found in each of the
cores and deteFmine their ranges from their -

pictures in a Reference Collection. This ,
identification is analogous to the procedure a
paleontologist uses in determining the rarges of
the fossils found in sediments. Students then
determine the ages ofrthie various intervals
of sediment found in the cores.
Key words: leg, principle of superposition, species,
index fossil, range
Time required: two 45-minute periods
Materials: Worksheets 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5: rulers,
pencils and colored pencils

sediments are deposited in layei-s. The principle
of superposition states that when those layers
remain undisturbed, the layer on the bottom was
deposited first and is the oldest. The youngest
is on top 4
1. Find your set of Core Diagrams (Worksheet 5).
Lc:lc:1k at the diagram of the core from site a.
There are letters at several places on the diagram
List the letters in a column here, according
to the ages of the sediments they mark Write
"youngest" beside the top letter and "oldest"
beside the bottom letter
D youngest
A
C .
B

E oldest

The principle of superposition allowg us to
determine the youngest and oldest sediment
within a single core How can you relate the
ge of a layer of sediment in one core to a layer in

another core from a different location? A
scientist working on the Deep Sea Drilling Project
must do this to work out the history of the
ocean basins Many sediments cckntain fossils
Some of these are microscopic shells of tiny plants
and animals that lived in the surface waters
of the ocean When these organisms die, they fall
to the ocean floor and become part of the
sediments I

4

(

Some species of plants or animals livethroughout
wide areas during a relatively short 'period
of geologic time. Their fossils are called index
fossils. Many individuals of a species drifted far
and wide across the ocean. Their fossil shells
are found in a layer of sediment deposited over a'
large area of the ocean floor at the time that
the species existed. When cores -are taken from
this layer of sediment at different locations,
the same species di fossils may be found in several
of the cores The sediments in which the fopils
are found Can then Ile matched between cores.
The fossils must be a part of the Sediment
deposited at the same time in each of the areas
where the cores were taken.

2. Examine the Reference Collection of Fossils
(Worksheet 1). These pictures are of fossils
from the groups called Foraminifera and
Radiolaria. Instead of the actual species names of
these organisms, each is labeled with an
identification letter The range (the portion of
geologic time during Which a fossil lived) is given
for each fossil (for examp4, Middle Paleocene
tb Late Oligocene for species E) Plot the "P-

range of each species on the Range Chart of Fossil
Species (Worksheet 4) The range of species E has
already been plotted Have your teacher
check your graph when you finish
The range of each of the fossil species is to be
plotted on the Range Chart of Fossil Species
(Worksheet 4fStudents will need to use this
completed graph in the next part of the
activity, so be certain that they have the ranges

',plotted correctly before they continue.
See Answer Sheet 4

3. Does any species represent a single tie
period (for example, Miocene) or only part of a
time period'? List these along with the-part
of geologic time in which they are found Thest
species are index fossils

The following species can be used as index fopsile
for the time intervals indicated:

0, P = Pleistocene,,
N, D = Pliocene .

a L = Miocene
= Oligocene

H = Eocene
C Paleocene
B = Cretaceous

8



4. Using Fossils Pound in Cores (Worksheet 2)
identify each fossil as follows: The numbers on the?
fossils correspond to the layer in which they
occur.infound

near the top of the co e from site 8. Fossil 2
lie core. For exam le, fossil 1 was

..
was found in the layer-immediately below it.
To identify.eacof these-fossils, compare them
with the picture of each species in your Reference
Collection of Fossils (Worksheet 1). Redord ..
the letter labeling the species in the space
provided on the Core Diagrams. For example,
fossil 1 would be ideritified as "A", fossil 2 as "I",
etc.
See Answer Sheet 5. k

5. Look at the first *ction (Worksheet 5), site 8.
It containis fos ils A, I and 0. Using your
Range Chart of Fossil Species (Worksheet 4), find
the one geologic age when all these, organisms
lived.at the same time. You should find this
to be Pleistocene. Wfite Pleistocene on the line
above Age on the core diagram. Now determine
the ages of -the other core diagrams at each
site in the same manner.
See Answer Sheet 5.

- 6. Which fossils did you find most useful?
The students should list the same fossils found
in question 3.

7. What do We call such fossils9
Index fossils

8. Find the Key to Geologic Ages, Sediments and
/ Rocks (Worksheet 3) Color the small squares

next to each geologic age with a different color
Next, color each section of the core diagrams
(Worksheet 5) to match the color of the
geologic ages in your key.

9. Notice that some sediments lack fossils, so/
you cannot be certain-of their ages.'Use the
principle of superposition to estimate the ages
of these sediments. Indicate on the cores
the a' es that you have determined by drawing
diagonal lines of the appropriate color in each
section of the core diagram:
See Answer Sheet 5:

.\You have now ised index fossils to determine
the ages of sediments in cores in the same
way that scientists do. These core diagrams will
also be used in PART B of this activity.

1 1
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.Key to Geologic Ages, Sediments,and Rocks
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Geologic ages'

t.

Siliceous ooze
(silicate);

Bdsalt

Recent-----Reistocene '

Pliocene

Miocene

Oligocene

Eocene

Paleocene

Cretaceous

Color key

I

Sediments And Rocks

Foraminiteral ooze
(carbonate) Clay

Volcanqc ash Chert

Answer §. ?Sheet a (PARTS A .and B)
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Range °hall of Fossil Species ,

Gbologic Ages -4
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Answer Sheet 4 (PART A)
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Site 8
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Site 10
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Core Diagrams

Site 11 Site 12
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Answer Sheet 5 (PARTS A and B)
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RROCEDURE

PART I3,; 1-loW do the ages Of sediments differ
fr6m core to core/
Students correlate layers between ewes and
determine the ages:of the oldest sediments in each ,

core. The result is information that confirms
one aspect of the sea-floor spreading theory: the
ocean floor becomes younger as the ridge is
approached.
Key word: sea-floor spreading
Tithe required: one to two 45-minute periods
Materials* Worksheets 3,A47,1 rulers and
pencils -

1.'Using Worksheet 5 that you filled in for PART A,
correlate by drawing lines between cores,
marking the time boundaries from one core to the
nett. For example, connect the line in each
core that represents the boundary between the
Miocene and Pliocene. Have your teacher
check your diagrams before you continue.
In correlating, the students will be connecting
the base (or top) of each period from core to
core. See Answer Sheet 5. Check your students'
diagrams before they continue with the
remaining questions.

re

North America
, ri

For the remainder of these questions, refer to the
Core Diagrams (Worksheet 5); the Key to
Geologic Ages, Sediments and Rocks (Worksheet

cr.3), the map (Figure 1), and the chart showing the
topography of the Atlantic Ocean Basin (Figure 2).

4

2. At which sites did the Glomar Challenger
drill through Sediment to igneous rock?
Sites 9, 10 and 11
The igneous rock at these sites is basalt and
probably is oceanic crust.

3. Which of the sites is closest to the ridge axis?
Site 11

Which is closest to the North Ameridan continental
shelf?
Site 8

4. If the core at site 8 had been drilled deeper,
would the deeper sediments bb -older or younger
than those from the bottom of the core?
By applying the principle pfsuperposition,
students should reason that the deeper sediments
would be bider.)
5. Keeping your last answer in mind, do the
deepest sediments of sites 8 through 11 become
younger or older as you move from the
bottom of the continental Margin to the ridge?
Younger

P ddr, Cos Cafe Verde Islands
1 Site 12 Atr ca

12

0
km

1000

1 7

2 Topography of the Atlantic Ocean basin along the path of Leg 2. Vertical scale is gretly
exaggerati (Adapted from Volume II, Initial Reports of the Deep Sea Drilling Projdct.)
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6. What musthappen to the age of the basaltic
.

ocean d=ust from west to east (sites 8 to 11)? How
can you explain the differences in ages?
The crust becomes younger. Students can infer
this by applying the principle of superposition.
That is, the bottom-most sediments become
progressiVely you er toward the ridge,
therefore it is lik that the crust also
becomes youn r toward, the ridge. New basalt
is-rising at the ridges. As a result, the older
basalt is pushed away on both sides of the ridge.
Thus, the closer-to the ridge, the younger
the basalt. ,t t

7. What are the relative ages of bottom sediments
at sites 11 and 12? Are these ages consistent
with your answers to 5 and 6?
At site 11, which is closer to the ridge, the bottorrf
sediments above the basalt are Miocene in age;
at site 12, farther from the ridge, sediments
are older; Eocene age. This is consistent with the
ideas in questions 5 and 6.
8. What happens to thdepth of the ocean
waters from site & to site 11? From site '11 to
129 How can you explain these differences
in depth'?
The depth -of the water becomes less as the ridge
is approaChed from either side. Since basalj'
is rising at the ridga--, it is warmer and les
there than it is farther away fr"8m the ridge.
Being less dense, it floats higher in the mantle,
and thuS the ocean in that area Is shallower.
This idea should be discussed with your class.
It is unlikely that students will be able to answer
this question, just from the information
provided in the student activity.'They will
probably need some idea of isostaSy.

SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1:What types of data has the Deep Sea Drilling
Project recovered from thocean floor?
Cores containing-sediment and fossils; ocean
depth measurements.

?nse

2 =Whycan the ranges. of fossils be used to
determine the age of a layer of sediment?
Certain fossils known, as index fossils represent
organisms that lived for brief periods of time. The
sediments containing these fossils must have beep
deposited at the time that the organisms were
ave.

1

I r

9. Why should the sediment on both.sides of the
ridge be of similar age and represent similar
depth of water?

, Sea -floor spreading is occurring at a uniform
rate on both sides of the ridge..Tperefore,

. bottorrilmost sediments at a given diiiance on both
sides will be the same age. Since the coolin
rate and the' increased density of basaltic
crust will-be uniform on both sides, so will the
depth.

10. Are your observations in this activity
consistent with the predictions'you made in
questions 1 through 3,in the INTRODUCTION?
The answer should be yes.
In the early 1960s, a scientist by the nafhe of
Harry Hess proposed an idea to explain- hdvif the
ocean crust might form He suggested that
new crust was coming to the surface at the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and that the older crust was
being pushed away As a result, the ocean basin
was spreading away IV both directions from
the ridge In ther words, the basaltic ocean crust
is older in both directions away from the ridge
The Deep Sea Drilling Project data'used in
this activity suppojts Hess's theory of sea-floor
spreading.

3. How is it possible to correlate layers of .

sediment in one core with those in another'?
The ages of sediMents In a core can be determined
by using index fossils. Layers of the same age

_in different cotes can then_ be -correlated.

4. How do the ages of the oldest sediment in
cores from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge compare to
those taken near Bermuda
Younger
The Cape Verde Islands'
Younger

18.
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EXTENSIONS

What is the carbonate compensation depth? .

The carbonate compensation depth is an
important idea to geologists attempting to
interpret information from deep sea cores. The
carbonate compensation depth is the level at
which temperature and pressure are such
that all calcium carbonate is in solution. Below
this depth, you would not expect calcareous
muds (future limestones) to be deposited. Instead,'
only siliceous oozes would be found since
silica Is less soluble than calcium carbonate. You
might want to introduce this portion of the
activity by discussing what is meant by solubility,
especially the solubility of gases, since it is
carbon dioxide that determines the solubility
of calcium carbonate. .

Many microscopic plants and animals live in the
ocean's surface waters When they die, their
shells sink to the bottom of the ocean Because
they are so small, it takes a very long time
for them to reach the bottom These shells dissolve
in sea water, and carbonate shells are more
likely to dissolve than those made of silica The
longer it takes for a carbonate shell to reach
the bottom, the more likely it is to be totally
dissolved In very deep water, carbonate shells
are not preserved, only the silica shells'are
left They form a siliceous ooze on the bottom
The depth at which little carbonate is preserved in
the sediment is called the carbonateCompensation
depth This depth varies primarily with
temperature of the water The colder the water
the sooner carbonate will be dissolved and,_
therefore, the shallower the carbonate
compensation depth Generally, the carbonate
compensation depth will be at about the same
depth-everywhere at a given latitude

The cores you have studied were obtained
between latitudes 20° and 30° North The
Youngest sediments in these cores are Pleistocene
We can assume that they were deposited under
conditions similar to those of today. These
sediments will therefore indicate the present
level of the carbonate compensation depth.
It should be the same for each of the areas
represented by the cores.

1. Using Figure 2, determine the depth of the
water at the top of each core taken at each site.
Site 8 5250m

Site 10 47mm
Site 11 3500m

Site 12 4250m

14

2. Using the Core Diagrams (Worksheet 5) and:.
the Key tq Geologic Ages, Sediments and Rocks
(Worksheet 3), determine whether the fossils
found at the top of each core are silica or
carbonate.
Site 8 silica
Site 10 carbonate
Site 11 carbonate
Site 12- carbonate

3. Using Figure 2, determine the level of the
carbonate compensation depth for this part of the
Atlantic
Abput 5000 meters.
(Hint. the foraminiferal ooze is composed of
carbonate sediment; the siliceous ooze and
the chert are composed of silica )
By holding a ruler horizontally across Figure 2,
the students should be able to estimate the
depth at which these sediments were deposited.
They lie at about the 5000 meter depth and
slightly below the bottom of the core at site 12.
Therefore, tt3e carbonate compensation depth
must beet about 5000 meters.

Most geologists believe that the basalt making up
old crust is cooler and therefore more dense
than that of relatively new crust If this is true,

._. old crust should lie at a lower e[evatLon in the
ocean basins than new crust Therefore the ocean
should be deeper over the old crust

4. phOuld the crust under site 8 be younger or
older than that-below site 11? What two lines
of evidence support your conclusion?
The crat below site 8 should be older than that
below site 11. No carbonates occur at site 8,
so the ocean crust here must tie at a deeper level.
Also Figure 2 shows the ocean IS much deeper
over site 8 than site 11.

5. The core at site 8 did not reach the basalt,
If it had, what type of sediment (carbonate
or silicate) would you expect to find resting on
the basalt? Why?
The crust below site 8 must have been higher
when it was relativey young, as is the crust
below site 11. Then fore, at one time it would
have been above the carbonate compensation
depth, so you would,expect to find some
carbonate sediment in the oldest sediments.

REFERENCES
Matthews, S W., 1976, What's happening to our

climate?. National Geographic, v. 150, no. 5
(Nov.), p. 576-615.

1 Peters, WI.N.A , and others, 1970, Initial reports of
the Deep Sea Drilling Project, v. II, Washington,
D.C., National Science Foundation, U.S.
Gbvernment Printing Office, 501 p.
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Student Investigation
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Microfossils, Sediments
And Sea floor Spreading

DATE

INTRODUCTION
Until the last 20 years or so, very little was
known about the ocean basins, their topography,
sediments, or how they were formed Even
now we know, less about the ocean basins than
we know about the surface of the moon Much has
been learned recently as the result of a
program called the Deep Sea Drillin'VProject The
first cruises of its research ship, the Glomar
Challenger, to collect ocean basin data, were
made in-1968 'This project has provided much
valuable data and material, including core
samples of sea-floor sediment

The section of A cruise bettneen two places is
called a leg. In these activities, you will be
using data from Leg 2 of the Deep Sea Drilling
Project This leg is between, New York and
Dakar. Senegal (see Figure 1). On this cruise, the
Glomar Challenger drilled into sea-bottom
sediments at five different locations. These are ,

labeled 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 on Figure 1. You
will use information from sites 8, 10,-11 and 12,
only It has been changed somewhat from the
original data T4 is necessary because :-

the original data, although very detailed are
incomplete in some cases

If you have already studied the theory of sea-floor
spreading, try to answer the following
questions. When you have finished, your teacher
will discuss their with you. If you have not
studied this the ry, skip the questio-ns and go on
to PART A of this module.

Copyright 1979 by Southeatt Missouri State University

*IL

If the theory of sea-floor spreading is correct,
what information would you expect to find
fro Leg 2 concerning each of the following"

1. the cor t locations 10 and 11 (Figure 1)
reached the basalt of the oceanic crust Which
core has the oldest sediment"

2. How should the total thickness of the sediments
on the ocean floor change'under the Glomar
Challenger, as the ship moved from the
continental slope off North America to the axis,
or crest, of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge"

3. at changes in depth to the sea bottogi
sho,u d you expect beneath the Glornar Challenger

as moved from site 8 to a point above the
ridge axis"

90
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OBJECTIVES
After you have completed these activities, you
should be able to:
1.,Describe,the kinds of data obtained by the
Deep Sea Drilling Project.
2. Determine the relative ages of sediment layers
by using fossils and the principle di superposition.
3. Correlate the layers represented in the Core
Diagrams.
4. Relate the age of ocean crust to sea-floor
spreading.

'PROCEDURE-
PART A. How are the relative ages of sediments
in a core determined'?

Materials Worksheets 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5; rulers,
Pencils and colored pencils

Sediments are deposited in layers The principle
of superposition states that when those layers
remain undisturbed, the layer on the bottom wa's
deposited first and is the oldest. The youngest
is on top.

1. Ffnd your set of Core Diagrams (Worksheet 5)
Look atthe diagram of the core from site 8.
There are letters at several oleo& on the diagram
List the letters in a column here, according
to the ages of the sediments they mark. Write
"youngest" beside the top letter and "oldest"
beside the bottom letter.

.411,

The principle of superposition allows us to
determine the youngest and oldest sediment
within a single core. How can you relate the
age of a layer of sedimentin one core to a layer in
another core from a different location? A
scientist working on the Deep Sea Drilling Project
must do this to work out the history of the
ocean basins. Many sediments contain' fossils.
Some of these are microscopic shill e of tiny plants
and anirhals that lived in the surface waters
.cif the ocean. When these organisms die, they fall
to the ocean floors and become part of the
sediments.

Some species of plants-or animals lived throughout
wide areas during a relatively short period
of geologiq tthe. Their fossils are called index
fossils. Many'individuals of a species drifted far
and wide across the ocean Their fossil shells
are found in a layer of sediment deposited over a
large area of the ocean floor at the timet that
the species existed When cores are taken from
tHis layer of sediment at different locations,
the same species of fossils may be found in several
of the cores The sediments in whj the fossils
are found can then be matched between cores.
The fossils must be a part of the sediment
deposited at the same time in each of the areas
where the cores were taken.

2. Examine the Reference Collection of Fossils
(Worksheet 1-) These pictures are of fossils
from the groups called Foraminifera and
Radiolaria Instead of the actual species names of
these organisms, each is labeled with an
identification letter The range (the portion of
geologic time during which a fossil lived) is given
kir each fossil (for example, Middle Paleocene
to Late Oligocene for species E) Plot the
range of each dpecies on the Range Chart of Fossil
Species (Worksheet 4). The range of species E has
already been plotted. Have your teacher
check your graph when you finish

3. Does any species represent a single time
period (for example, Miocene) or only part of a
time period'? List tnese along with the part
of geologic time in which they are found. These
,species are index fossils.

4
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4. Using Fossils Found in Cores (Worksheet 2)
identify each fossil as follows: The numberOn the
fossils correspond to the -layer in which they
occur in the core. For example, fossil 1 was
found near the top of fhe core from site 8. Fossil 2
was found in the layer immediately below it.
To identify each of these fossils, compare them
with the picture of 'each species in your Reference
Collection of Fossils (Worksheet 1). Record
the letter labeling the species in the space
provided op the Core Diagrams. For example, .

'fossil .1 would be identified as "A", fossil 2 as "I", /
etc. .

5. Look at the first section (Worksheet 5), site 8.'
It contains fossils A, I art 0 Using your
Range Chart of Fossil Species (Worksheet 4), find
the one geologic age when all these organisms
lived at the same time You should find this
to-be Pleistocene Write Pleistocene on the line
above Age on the core diagram. Now determine
the ages of the other core diagrams at each
site in the same manner

6. Which fossils did you find most useful?-

am

7. What do we call such fossils?

8. Find the Key to Geologic Ages, Sediments and
Rocks (Worksheet 3). Color the small squares
next to each geologic age with a different color.
Next, coloreach section of the core diagrams
(Worksh.6.t '5) to match the color of the
geologic ages in your key.

9. Notice that some sediments lack fossils, so
you cannot be certain of their ages. Use the
principle of superposition to estimate the ages
of these sediments. Indicate on the cores .

the ages that yob have determined by drawing A
?'

diagonal lines of the appropriate color in each
section of the core diagram..

You have now used index fossils to determine
the ages of sediments in cotes in the same
way that scientists do. These core diagrams will
also be used in PART B of this activity.

4
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PROCEDURE
PART B. How do the ages of sediments differ
from core to core? ,

0 Materials: Worksheets 3 and 5, rulers and
pencils. -

1. Using Worksheet 5 that you filled in for PART A,
correlate by drawing lines between cores,
marking the time boundaries from one core to the
next. For example, connect the line in each "0

core that represents the boundary between the
Miocene and Pliocene. Have your teacher
check your diagrams before you continue.

For tfie remainder of these questions, refer to the
Core Diagram's (Worksheet 5), the Key to
Geologic Ages,'Sedim ents and Rock; (Worksheet
3); the map (Figure '1),..a.ad the chart showing the.
topography of the Atlantic Ocean Basin (Figure 2)-

2. At which sites did the Glomar Challenger
drill through sediment to igneous rock?

P

2/7 .

The igneous rock at these sites is basalt and
probatily,is oceanic crust.

a- .
3. Which of the sites is closest til) the ridge axis?

it

Which is closest to the North American continental
shelf?

.-\

a

North America

Bermuda

Site 8. / a Site 10

i

Site 11

I

Atenzawaramortasso

4. If the core at site 8 had been drilled deeper,,
would the deeper sediments be older or younger 4.
than those from the bottom of the core?

5. Keeping your last answer in mind, do the
deepest sediments of sites 8 through 11 become
younger or older as you move from the
bottom of the continental margin to the ridge

4

6. What must happen to theoge of the basaltic
ocean crust from west to east (sites 8 to 11)? How
can you explain the differences in ages?

-. .

Ridge Crest

t

Cape Verde islands...,

Site 12 Africa ^

A

0
km

1000

Figure 2. Topogitaphy of the Atlantic Ocean basin along the path of Leg 2. Vertical scale is greatly
exaggerated. (Adapted from Volume II, Initial Reportia of the Deep Sea Dr,illing Project.)
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Key to Geologic Ages, Sediments and Rocks

Geologic ages -Color key

RecentPleistocene

Pliocene

Miocene .

Oligocene

Eocene

Paleocene

Cretaceous

.. Sediments And Rocks

..,

Siliceous ooze
/ (silicate)

Basalt

r

Worksheet 3 '(PARTS A and B)
9

Foraminiteral ooze
(carbonate)

Volcanic ash

31

Clay

Chert

/

x

Range Chart of Fosil Species

Geologic Ages

Recent / _.

Pleistocene
Late

Middle

Early
r

. /
PliocOne

,

Late

Middle

Early

,
. ..

,

, . . ,

.

Miocene
/Late
Middle

Early

/

Oligocene
4

L. Late

Middle

Early

.

.

Eocenfi
Late

Middle

Early . .

Paleocene
Late

Middle

Early

- ,

Cretaceous
Late

Middle
Early

.

ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOP
P

1'

,Worksheet 4. (PART A)
10
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Species
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Core Diagrams
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7. What are the relative ages of bottom sediments
at sites 11 and 129 Are these ages consistent
with your answers to 5 and 6?

8. What happens to the depth of the ocean
waters from site 8 to site 11? From site 11 to
129 How can you explain these differences
in depth9

9. Why should the sediment on both sides of the
ridge be of similar age and represent similar
depth of water9

10. Are your observations in this activity
consistent with the predictions you made in
questions 1 through 3 lthe_INTRODUCTION?

In the early 1960s, a scientist by the name of
Harry Hess proposed an idea to explain how the
ocean crust might form. He suggested that
new crust was coming to th'e surface at the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and that the older crust was
being pushed away. As a result, the ocean basin
was spreading away in both 'directions from
the ridge. In other words, the basaltic ocean crust
is older in both directions away from the ridge.
The Deep Sea Drilling Project data used in
this activity supports Hess's theory of sea-floor
spreading.

SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. What types of lata has the Deep Sea Drilling
Project recovered from the ocean floor?

2. Why dan the ranges of fossils be used to
determine the age of a layer of sediment's

r

12,

3. How is it possible to correlate layers of
sediment in one core with those in another9

4. How do the apes of the oldest sediment In
cores from the IV:id-Atlantic Ridge compare to
those taken, near Bermuda?

The Cape Verde Islands?
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EXTENSIONS
What is the carbonate compensation depth?

Many microscopic plants and animals live in the
ocean's surface waters When they die, their
shells sink to the bottom of the ocean Because
theytare so small, it takes a very long time
for them to reach the bottom. These shells dissolve
in sea water, and carbonate shells are more
likely to dissolve than those made of silica. The
longer it takes for a carbonate shell to react,
the bottom, the more likely it is to be totally
.dissolved. In very deep water, carbonate shells
are not preserved; only the silica shells are
left. They form a siliceous ooze on the bottom.
The depth at which little carbonate is preserved in
the sediment is called the carbonate compensation
depth: This depth varies primarily With
temperature of the water The colder the water
the sooner carbonate will be dissolved and,
therefore, the shallower the carbonate
compensation depth. Generally, the carbonate
compensation depth will be at about the same
depth everywhere at a given latitude

The cores you have studied were obtained
between latitudes 20° and 30° North The
youngest sediments in these cores are Pleistocene
We can assume that they were deposited under
conditions similar to those of today. These 1

sediments will therefore indicate the present
level of the carbonate compensation depth.
It should be the same for each of the areas
represented by the cores.

1. Using Figure 2, determine the depth of the
water at the top of each core taken at each site
Site 8
Site 10
Site 11

Site 12

2. Using the Core Diagrams (Worksheet 5) and

the Ky to Geologic Ages, Sediments and Rook
(Worksheet 3), determine whether the fossils
found at the top of each core are silica or
carbonate.
Site 8
Site 10
Site 11

Site 12

3. Using Figure 2, determine the level of the
carbopate compensation depth for this part of the

Atlantic.

(Hint. the foraminiferal ooze is composed of
carbonate sediment,.the siliceous ooze and
the cheft are composed of silica.)

Most geologists believe that the basalt making up
old crust is cooler and therefore more dense
than that of relatively new crust. If this is true,
old crust should lie at a lower elevation in the
ocean basins than new crust. Therefore the ocean
should be deeper over the old crust.

4. Should the crust under site 8 be yo er or
older than that below site 119 What two lines
of evidence support your conclusion'?

5. The core at site 8 did not reach the basalt
10 had, what type of sediment (carbonate
or silicate) would you expect to find resting on
the basalt? Why'?

11
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